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Porosity - Description of the internal properties of an object. More than just
density, this includes details of geometry and physical properties.
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Stochastic Representation - Representing 3D porous objects efficiently and
concisely through the use of stochastic geometry. Store the properties
statistically instead of storing exact geometry.
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Reconstruction - Reconstruct 3D objects from stored properties.
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Visualization - Visualize porous objects quickly and accurately without the need
for time-consuming 3D reconstructions. This is our current focus.
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Statistical Properties
of the Original Object

Results of Reconstruction

3D Reconstruction - Divide a cube into voxels and randomly fill to obtain desired
density. Perform simulated annealing on the voxels to fit the cube to the
distribution. The cube is changed by swapping voxels.
Visualization, Approach One - Label the surface of a polygonal mesh randomly,
according to the properties of the object that is to be visualized. Use the labels
as a displacement map, shifting vertices in or out of the model to create a
stochastic appearance. We generalized the technique to create microgeometry.
Visualization, Approach Two - Inset copies of the polygonal mesh to create
several layers. Apply simulated annealing to each layer constrained by the
properties and each other. Use the results of these reconstructions to create a
polygonal mesh using marching cubes. This approach is a work in progress.

Example Statistical Properties

Fabricated Original Object

Using a generalization of the visualization technique to add surface
texture and detail to meshes.

Pretty Pictures!

Fabricated Reconstructed Object

Snapshots of the generalized
visualization technique.

Future Work
Complete the improved visualization algorithm. The first attempt
creates great pictures but is unsuitable for visualization.
Faster 3D reconstruction. The current technique, which produces a
nice fit in practice, is too slow for large reconstructions.
Find stochastics function that better preserve useful properties.
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Use real physical properties instead of or in conjunction with stochastic
functions to store and reconstruct desired properties directly.

